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Refuse to Lose (I Advise Myself) ( in D&E)
Boy / Girl parts
Dmin-----------------------------------------

I don't want to be like a TV
Bb-----------------------------------------------------

GIRL 1

Something that you just look at.
Gmin---------------------------------------------------

GIRL 1

I really want to get somewhere
A7--------------------------------------

BOY 1

And be appearing on it.
Dmin------------------------------------------------------

BOY 1

I know life can be hard sometimes
Bb---------------------------------------------

GIRL 2

I've found that out already
Gmin-------------------------------------------------------

GIRL 2

But I'll just keep pushing pushing
A7-------------------------------------------------------

Till I get right where I'm heading.

BOY 2
BOY 2

Dmin etc

First you have to know just what you want
And where you want to be.
Make it clear to everyone
There's no second chance you see.
So work each day follow that dream
It may seem hard sometimes
But don't let up - keep your sights on it
PART HARMONY Boys in unison - Girls in unison
And that dream I'll find.

G1 & B1
G1 & B1
G2 & B2
G2 & B2
|}
|} ALL 4
|} IN SIMPLE 2
|}

Chorus
ALL 4 IN

---------Dmaj------F#-G-A7--

HARMONY FOR CHORUS
Just refuse to lose
-----------------------Dmaj-----F#-----G----A7
Make each step (just) one goal
-------Dmaj---------F#--G-------A7

('just' 'yeh a yeh' boys)

and a moment of success

(Girls)

-------Dmaj----------F#-------------G---------------Gmin---

It'll feed you well and keep you strong
Bb---------------------------A

Aim for the very best.
Dmin etc

The path is long with many turns
And sometimes I may falter.
But that's OK if you know the way
Rest your head on someone's shoulder.
Then turn up the heat never turn it down
Focus your eyes ahead
Pursue that dream it's what you want
This is what I've learned.

|}
|}
|}
|}
|}
|}
|}
|}

B1 & B2
"
"
G1 & G2
"
"
ALL 4 IN
Harmony (Boys focus)

Chorus
Just refuse to lose
ALL 4 IN HARMONY FOR CHORUS
Make each step (just) one goal ('just' 'yeh a yeh' boys)
and a moment of success (Girls)
It'll feed you well and keep you strong
Aim for the very best.

Bridge
G----------------------------------------------------------------

Don't make mistakes of not believing

G1 & G2

Bmin-----------------------------------------

That which is in your heart

ALL 4

G------------------------------------------------------------------

Just fix your eyes on the road ahead

G1 & G2

A--------------------------------------B7

And simply make a start. (Keychange to Emaj)

ALL 4

Key change to E
(rev. B7 Motown type Drum fill )
Chorus
Emaj--------------Ab----B7

Just refuse to lose ALL 4 IN HARMONY FOR CHORUS AND
E-------------------------Ab------------B7----------

Make each step (just) one goal

TILL END

-----------E-------------------Ab--------B7---

and a moment of success
----------E------------Ab------------A---------------Amin

It'll feed you well and keep you strong
C-------------------------------B7

Aim for the very best.
Emaj-------Ab----B7 etc

Refuse to lose
I advise myself
And that keeps me going forward
I won't give it up – I know what I want.......(hold)
I know I'll win - I refuse to lose.........
OUTRO Guitar + vox bits ad lib
---------------------------------------------------------------------

